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President’s Message
The practice of gratitude.  I find myself thinking of this 
precept of Jodo Shinshu Buddhism more and more as 
we near the end of 2023.  
We all have much to be grateful for.  Family, friends, 
and other loved ones.  Good health, good fortune, and 
opportunities.  As much as the world has changed 
since the start of 2020, many core things remain the 
same.
Amidst all of the changes, TS/DBT remains a constant 
in our lives.  A place filled with friendship, peace, and 
the teachings of the Buddha.  As the year closes, I am 
grateful for each person who contributes to our 
Sangha, through their attendance at Sunday Services, 
through their volunteer efforts, through their dedication 
of their time, money, and efforts.  All of that is at the 
core of our Sangha.
Resuming what used to be long ingrained habits—from 
volunteering at Temple events to bringing items for 
bake sale to attending special services—takes time, 
commitment, and conscious decision-making.  I ask 
that each of you make that decision, that you reach 
out and encourage family and friends to make that 
same decision, and to see how you can contribute to 
the growth and continued vitality of our Sangha.
I am proud that we often see four generations of 
families at Sunday Services.  That is a special legacy 
that not all churches can claim.  TS/DBT is an amazing 
place and we should work hard to share it with others.  
The world continues to be challenging, divisive, and full 
of conflict.  Through our efforts, and the efforts of 
everyone around us, we can make TS/DBT a respite 
from that storm.  I look forward to seeing all of you 
each Sunday (and to seeing new faces and making 
new friends).
The path of gratitude.  Please close the year by looking 
back, recognizing all that we have to be thankful for, 
and remembering to be grateful in both word and 
deed.                                    TS/DBT President Chad Nitta  
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Rev. Thompson's message
Hello everyone! We have come yet again to the end of another year, a time of 
reflection and aspiration. We consider what has happened over the past year 
and try to inventory everything. What did I do? Did I spend enough time with 
friends and family? Who did I meet? And, most importantly, what did I learn?
No matter how our years have gone, we tend to look towards the new year with 
the hope that the coming year will be better than the last. This is not an 
unreasonable expectation. As people, we want things to be comfortable and 
pleasurable and if they can be more so than they were before, all the better! 
However, in our reflections, we must look at all aspects of the year. All things, 
people and experiences are part of who we have been, who we are now, and 
who we will become. We cannot keep the ‘good’ and discard the ‘bad’ because 
we need both in order to understand our lives and learn from them.
Rev. George Shibata wrote “We have the tendency as human beings to ignore 
our past if there are no fond memories remaining. Instead of using the past as 
part of our learning experience, we place the past on a bookshelf like a book we 
don’t like, only to discard it later.” Again, we cannot ignore the parts of life that 
we don’t or didn’t like. We can learn from difficulties and will hopefully also grow 
from them. 
Life itself gives us the opportunity to reflect on and try to understand the truths of 
impermanence and interdependence. Good, bad or neutral, all things will 
eventually pass and while we are happy to see the bad pass, we must 
remember that the good will also pass. In understanding this impermanence, we 
become able to face what comes with a sense of equanimity. We learn to 
appreciate the precious moments when we are happy or content and to take 
comfort in the fact that our difficult moments will not last forever. Also, all of 
these things from moment to moment are connected to one another and each 
piece is necessary to create the complex fabric of our human lives.
We can look into the past and ahead to the future at the same time and see, 
with joy and wonder, the vast connection and precious, fleeting nature of all life. 
As this year comes to a close, we should definitely reflect on this and try to go 
into this next year with a sense of renewed gratitude. Gratitude for this life and all 
of it’s complexities and gratitude for the chance for another year of learning, 
changing and growing. Namu Amida Butsu
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Sunshine trip 2023
      ~ I am a link ~

The YBA (Young Buddhist Association) has officially embarked on 
this year’s Sunshine Trip. Through this trip the Denver YBA had the 
opportunity to engage with other YBA groups throughout the U.S. 
This year, they visited 10 temples, the Jodo Shinshu Center in 
Berkeley, and attended two different Obon festivals, all while 
forming lifelong connections with other young Buddhists along the 
way. Thank you again to our amazing Sangha for helping us reach 
our fundraising goal and for supporting our efforts!
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Obon festival 2023
This year's Obon festival was held on 
August 5 2023. There were a large number 
of people who participated in the 
traditional Bon dancing.
Thanks to the folks who did the setup, Drew 
Matsushima for doing the MC, the Minyo 
group who led the Bon dance, BDK Amercia 
for donating the Japanese fans and all 
those who participated in the festival.

This years Interfaith Thanksgiving service was held on 
November 23 at the Temple Emmanuel in Denver. 
Denver’s Interfaith Service of Thanksgiving is one of the 
oldest continuous interfaith partnerships in the country. 
Since the first service was held in 1876, it has welcomed 
new partners of different faiths so that today we have 
participants from Buddhist, Christian, Jewish, Muslim, 
and Unitarian expressions of faith. 

Interfaith Thanksgiving service 
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Minister Assistants 
On September 17, Nicholas Tanaka and Jeffery Mizell were 
apointed as Denver Buddhist Temple's Local Minister assistants. 

End of year Hondo Clean up
The hondo was vacummed, mopped and the elements on the Naijin 
(Altar) were polished on December 17.  Thanks to Joyce, Lesli, Wendy, 
Sue, Mabel, Ann, Debbie, Rob, Shelly and Minister assitant Nick.

Mochi making
We had our Mochi making on December 23 lead by the YBA.
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Dharma school message
Dharma School is off and running for the 2023-2024 school year. Thank you to our 
volunteer teachers: Sue Yoshimura and Alyssa deMars (Preschool), Brandi 
Tsuchimoto and Anna Tsuchimoto (K-2), River Mizell (4th-6th) and Craig Hirokawa 
and Sarah Pettis (YBA Advisors) for all of the time and energy they pour into 
teaching our kids. Also, a big thank you to Mariko & Matt Kerns and Justin Lo for 
helping out with all the dharma school side projects, like the bulletin board and 
cleaning out the gym closet!
 
A huge shoutout to everyone who helped make this year's Turkey Bingo a major 
success: Wayne Berve and Kyle & Koji Inouye woke up early to fry the turkeys. The 
YBA cooked the rest of the delicious lunch. The choir, Karaoke Club, Judo, Minyokai, 
Aikido, Volleyball, Nitta Family, Gargan Famiy, Kimura Family, BDA, Sakura 
Foundation and Robert (our favorite security guard) all donated turkeys and 
prizes. Chad Nitta called the winning (or losing) bingo numbers. Aiko Kimura, 
Joyce Nakata-Kim and Kevin Yoshida manned the pickles sales. Justin Lo and 
June Kurobane sold raffle tickets. Cindy Horiuchi, Sue Yoshimura, Stacey Ospina 
and Amy Nitta made sure you had your bingo cards ready. Carole Eshima 
managed the finances and Zachary Umetani ensured it was all bingo license 
compliant. We had the largest number of raffle prizes we have had to date thanks 
to the many generous donors: Denver Taiko, Clarynne Blanchard, Shirley 
Tsuchimoto, Alison Furuya, Lorraine Hisamoto, Gayle Goto, K-1st grade class, 
Shannon Tanino, Shino Neima, Joni Sakaguchi and Kerns Family. There are many 
other people who helped set up, cleaned up after the event, and otherwise 
pitched in wherever needed. Turkey Bingo wouldn't happen without you and the 
Dharma School is truly grateful for everyone's efforts.
 
We're looking forward to more fun events in
the new year.  Save the date for the Colfax Marathon
on Sunday, May 19th. Dharma School has one relay 
team of runners already registered. If you're interested 
in getting in on the fun, let Shannon Umetani 
(shannonumetani@gmail.com) know.
 
Stevie & Shannon 
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The Buddhist Dana Association organized and 
participated in our first Dana project with the 
Dharma School Students. We held a food drive 
through October and November to benefit 
Metro Caring, a non-profit food bank serving 
the metro area. Metro Caring provides fresh, 
healthy food and other items for free in a 
grocery-store-style market. No identification, 
proof of need, or documentation is needed. 
They provide 10,000 lbs. of food every day to the 
community.  We asked everyone to bring in 
donations and had great support from the 
Sangha.  The Dharma School Students bagged 
rice and beans into smaller, manageable 
portions. They sorted the supplies and hygiene 
products too. We delivered the donations to 
Metro Caring at the end of November, which 
will help replenish their shelves after the busy 
holiday season. No person or family should 
have food insecurities and this Dana Project 
was a wonderful way for our Sangha to help 
those who are in need.  Thank you to everyone 
who donated and helped, it was a great 
success!
 

BWA/BDA message
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December 31 at 7 pm - New Years Eve service

January 1 at 11 am - New Years service

January 21 at 9:30 am - Ho-onko (Memorial day of Shinran Shonin) service

January 27  - Kohaku Uta Gassen  (Red and White team siging contest)

Feburary 18 at 9:30 am - Family Pet Memorial service
                                   10:15 am  - Nirvana service

March 3 at 9:30 am - Combined Family & Adult service
              After service  - Temple Clean up 

March 17 at  9:30 am - Family Ohigan (Spring Equinox) service
                              10:15 am - Adult Ohigan service
 
April 7 at 10 am - Joint  Hanamatsuri (Birth of the Buddha) service

April 21 at 9:30 am - Hatsumairi  (Children's first visit to temple) service

May 19 at 9:30 am -  Family Gotan-E (Birth of Shinran Shonin) service
                      10:15 am  - Adult Gotan-E service

June 22 and 23 - Cherry Blossom Festival

                                            *The dates and time are subject to change

Upcoming special services and events

What's new ?
On  Feburary 7th 2024, we will be starting online Buddhist study 
classes. We will have various lectures, discussions and study 
opportunities. This space is designed to be open to everyone 
regardless of  nationality, gender, and belief.  For the schedule, 
details, and Zoom link please email us at info@tsdbt.org . 
We hope to see you all there.
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Pictures were provided by

Richard Yoshida, Stieve Lo, Alison Furuya and Shino Neima

TS/DBT Newsletter Winter edition 2023

We will be publishing our temple Newsletter quarterly. 
If you would like to add your event or submit images 
please email info@tsdbt.org.


